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This programme aims to make a significant contribution to the development of future
European citizens, endowing them with a critical spirit and awareness of democracy,
ready to play an active role in the 21st Century world.
The openness of the syllabus is deliberately constructed to allow each specific teacher the
flexibility to adapt and develop the syllabus for their class, as is presently relevant at the
time of teaching.
The syllabus is aimed at being taught from a multi-disciplinary and multi-cultural
perspective. It is necessary for the teacher to have and communicate a comprehensive
vision of today’s globalised world.

1. General objectives of the European Schools
The secondary section of the European Schools has the two objectives of providing formal,
subject-based education and of encouraging students’ personal development in a wider
social and cultural context. Formal education involves the acquisition of knowledge and
understanding, concepts and skills within each subject area. Personal development takes
place in a range of spiritual, moral, social and cultural contexts. It involves an awareness
of appropriate behaviour, an understanding of the environment in which students work
and live, and a development of their individual identity.
These two objectives, which are in practice inseparable, are nurtured in the context of an
enhanced awareness of the richness of European culture. Awareness and experience of a
shared European life should lead students towards a greater respect for the traditions of
each individual country and region in Europe, while developing and preserving their own
national identities.
The students of the European Schools are future citizens of Europe and the world. As such,
they need a range of competences if they are to meet the challenges of a rapidly-changing
world. In 2006, the European Council and European Parliament adopted a European
Framework for Key Competences for Lifelong Learning. It identifies eight key
competences which all individuals need for personal fulfillment and development, for
active citizenship, for social inclusion and for employment:
1. communication in the mother tongue
2. communication in foreign languages
3. mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology
4. digital competence
5. learning to learn
6. social and civic competences
7. sense of initiative and entrepreneurship
8. cultural awareness and expression
The European Schools’ curriculum seeks to develop all of these key competences in the
students.
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2. Didactic principles
General principles
The learning and teaching of Political Science is based on the following didactic
principles:
 Links and correlations among the different areas of the European School curriculum
make learning a more comprehensive and meaningful experience. The teacher is
strongly encouraged to make correlations between Human Sciences subjects,
especially: History; Philosophy; Geography; Economics; and Sociology.
 Pupils gradually become responsible learners, where they develop skills to take
ownership of their own learning process. Pupils will find this subject useful during
their civic life and further studies.
Teaching Approaches for S6 & S7
Teachers should use a variety of didactic methodology to immerse students in key aspects
of the syllabus, while maintaining an awareness of differentiation.
The following lists are not exhaustive, and not in order of importance.




Written exercises produced during the course of the year
o Essays/ extended written pieces
o Short answer questions
o Case studies & document analysis
o Research work (ICT, library)
Oral exercises over the course of the year
o Debates
o Individual and group presentations
o Response to open and closed questioning
o Discussions
o Participation in class
o In-class activities



Homework tasks
Interaction between teacher and students, and amongst students, for example:
work in pairs, in groups and in debates.
 Current affairs – students are encouraged to follow the news through a variety of
media to reinforce their contextual global views
 Teachers can organise projects which extend beyond the classroom, for example:
o Cross-curricular, school-based
o Inter-schools
o National-level
o International-level (European School-wide, and beyond)
Work can be created, developed and disseminated by the teacher depending on their class.
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3. Learning objectives
Students should be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gather and sort of political information
Analyse and evaluate of information
Synthesise information and evaluate situations
Organise and express ideas and information

In doing so, students will be:



















Developing research skills using accurate search terms, or tools, in order to locate and
select relevant and appropriate information from books, articles, websites, audiovisual resources and field-work.
Recognising the distinctions between different kinds of information.
Determining the reliability and credibility of information and sources.
Understanding and interpreting information, from a variety of sources (for example:
textual; audiovisual; oral; graphic; tabular).
Recognising the subjective nature of information.
Examining information and interpretations; for cases where they corroborate,
complement or contradict each other.
Recognising the value and uses of information and reasons to use them cautiously.
Recognising and appreciating why and how opinions and interpretations differ.
Developing and using a critical spirit when processing information.
Recognise, explain, analyse and discuss causes and consequences.
Recognise, explain, analyse and discuss change and development.
Identifying and synthesising core concepts to understand
contemporary political situations.
Evaluating the possible consequences of political decisions.

historical

and

Posing appropriate questions; accurately identifying the basis of a situation.
Offering points of view by selecting credible arguments drawn from relevant, viable
evidence.
Appropriately reacting with an informed and relevant argument in discussion.
Summarising and arriving at logical possible conclusions.
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4. Content
The course is divided over two years; each year’s content should be covered in the
designated year (S6 and S7). All themes should be covered, but the teacher may choose
the depth and order of each topic, within that specific year group and is free to choose
relevant case studies.
The key words are not exhaustive, a selection can be made by the teacher when
constructing the syllabus of the specific class.
The number of periods used to cover each topic is at the discretion of the teacher; taking
into account double or single periods and project work.

S6 Core Competences
European Values
Students should be able to explain the values
and the origins of the European Union.

Key Words


Democracy; peace; diversity; unity; freedom;
inclusion; environment; justice; development
(sustainable); participation; respect; dignity;
welfare (this list is not exhaustive)

Democracy
Students should be able to define, identify
and analyse the core aspects of a
democracy and its institutions.



Governmental Institutions
(e.g. executive, legislature & justice)

Students should be able to:
 explain the role of a constitution in a
democracy
 evaluate the efficacy of different types of
constitutions

A Constitution its definition(s)
 Written, unwritten constitutions
 Codified, uncodified constitutions
 Federal or Centralised states

Students should be able to discuss the
parameters of citizenship, who a citizen is and
their rights





Citizenship & citizens' rights
Human rights (universal)
Civic society

Students should be able to:
 Representation (historically & now)
 understand the evolution of universal
 Suffrage: history; rights to vote - women, age,
suffrage (the right to vote);
nationality; ballots
 recognise the differences in representation;  Different types of voting (electronic, secret,
 realise that not all representation is
etc.)
democratic.
Students should be able to discuss the role of
elections in a democracy.
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Elections: types of elections; referenda; scrutiny
- legality; abstention & voter apathy
 The Party System
 Multi-partisan
democracies (Political Spectrum)
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Students should be able to interpret the
growing power and influence of social media
and press.



Social media & Press

Students should have sufficient knowledge of a
democracy in order to evaluate and critique its
limitations.




Political credibility & political elite
Populism

State
Students should be able to:
 discuss the characteristics of a state, its
legitimacy and its authority;
 explain the origins of the concept of the
nation state and define its power;
 name and explain different issues which
affect the authority, demographics and
decisions of the states;





Students should be able to recognise the
significance of political economy in
governmental decision-making.









State & Nation States
Sovereignty
National identity (e.g. citizenship/ residence;
Socio-linguistic identity)
Multiculturalism & integration
Minority rights
Separatism
Decentralisation of power
Governance

Political Economy
(e.g. Capitalism; Markets; Keynesianism;
Neoliberalism; Communism)
 Globalisation (Geo-Economics; Geo-Politics)

Different forms of Political Regime
Students should be able to distinguish between  Monarchy
political regimes both historically and now.
 Republic
 Mixed Regime
 Tyranny
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S7 Core Competences
European Union

Key Words

Students should be able to (using knowledge and  EU Institutions (e.g. European Parliament;
key concepts from S6):
The Commision; The European Court of Justice;
 name and explain the different institutions
The European Central Bank, etc.)
and the way a decision is made;
 Supranational & sovereignty
 recall what being an EU citizen means and
what rights it affords them
 evaluate a variety of debates surrounding
the EU and its future;
 Discuss the representation and authority of
the EU amongst international organisations

Ideologies
Students should:
 have a broad understanding of ideologies;
 be able to define, in detail, at least three
ideologies;
 be able to recognise the ideology behind a
political party and where the influence for
their proposals comes from.















Conservatism
Liberalism
Socialism
Communism
Authoritarianism
Totalitarianism
Theocracy
Religious Fundamentalism
Anarchism
Nationalism
Fascism
Feminism
Political Ecologism

International Relations
Students should be able to:
 to explain the role and function of regional
and international organisations;
 discuss and evaluate the significance and
value of international relations;

Regional & international organisation
Diplomacy
International security; collective decisionmaking
 Bilateral & multilateral negotiations




Students should be able to:
 Philosophy of war & Rule of Law
 Understand and analyse the philosophical
 Economic; terrorist; cyber; nuclear; chemical;
concepts surrounding war, as well as the
biological; artificial intelligence; religious;
legal regulation of it.
ideological, wars
 Students should be able to analyse two types
of war based on real examples.
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5. Formative and summative assessment
Formative Assessment (A Mark)
Formative assessment draws on information gathered in the assessment process to
identify learning needs and adjust teaching and learning. The pupil’s self- assessment is a
fundamental part of formative assessment.
Formative assessment provides the pupil with information during the process of learning
when he/she can still improve the performance. It provides the pupil with systematic
reflection of his/her knowledge, skills, attitudes and learning strategies and helps
him/her to achieve determined objectives. Formative assessment motivates the pupil and
significantly contributes to the development of his/her personality.
Formative assessment is based on a variety of teaching approaches outlined in the
didactic principles plus:
 Attendance and punctuality
 The student’s own effort to progress in the study of Political Science
 Formal testing

Summative Assessment (B Mark)
Summative assessment provides a clear statement of the knowledge and skills possessed
by a student at a particular point in time. High quality summative assessment will address
the issues of validity, reliability and transparency.
 The tool must measure what is intended to be measured in order to draw appropriate
conclusions. The more an instrument reaches its purpose the more validity it has.
 Reliability means that the results of assessment can be trusted. Reliability is
important because decisions that have to be taken following assessment must be
based on data that does not depend on different coincidences.
 Transparency means that the pupils have all the necessary information at their
disposal to fulfill the assessment tasks. Learning objectives, assessment criteria, time
of assessment and learning outcomes are clearly outlined.
To accommodate students studying the Subject in their L2 or L3, language competence
should not be a factor in the assessment, unless it creates a serious barrier to effective
communication.
The teacher should provide students with clear information about:
 The mode of assessment of their four B mark-determining tests (two tests in S6;
two tests in S7)
 The timing of when these assessments will take place
The mode of assessment can differ between the two Semesters, according to the teacher,
and they can be:
 Individual oral presentation
and/or
 Written test
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5. 1. Assessment Objectives
Knowledge and understanding
 Recall and select relevant Political Science knowledge and concepts.
 Demonstrate an understanding of Political processes: cause and effect - origins
and evolution.
 Deploy accurate, relevant and detailed, in-depth knowledge of contemporary political
debates.
Application and interpretation
 Reinvest political concepts, knowledge, skills in new situations.
 Recognise different approaches to and interpretations
issues and events.
 Compare and contrast concepts and situations.
 Show awareness that events have multiple explanations.

of political sciences

Synthesis and evaluation
 Evaluate the complexities of various political mechanisms and political situations.
 Evaluate the different approaches to and interpretations of political issues and
events.
 Evaluate political issues and propose viable solutions.
 Develop and use a critical spirit when processing information.
Communication skills
 Present balanced, coherent, focused and organised arguments on a political
topic, either orally or in written form, using key words and pertinent examples.
 Demonstrate the ability to produce analytical and/ or evaluative work, in-depth, on
political topics.
 Demonstrate evidence of research skills and referencing.
 Demonstrate informed interaction in debates using key words.
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5.2. Attainment Descriptors
Grade
Mark
Performance

A
9.0 – 10

Assessment Objective 1:
Knowledge and
understanding
Excellent range of knowledge
of key concepts.
Excellent understanding of
political processes: origins,
causes, effects and historical
evolution.
Excellent accuracy, relevance
and in-depth understanding of
contemporary political
debates.

Excellent

B
8.0 – 8.9
Very Good
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Very good range of knowledge
of key concepts.
Very good understanding of
political processes: origins,
causes, effects and historical
evolution.

Assessment Objective
2:
Application and
interpretation
Excellent use of political
concepts, knowledge,
skills in new situations.
Excellent recognition of
different approaches to
and interpretations of
political sciences issues
and events.
Excellent comparison
and contrast of concepts
and situations.
Excellent
demonstration of
awareness that events
have multiple
explanations.

Assessment Objective
3:
Synthesis and
evaluation
Excellent evaluation of
the complexities of
various political
mechanisms and
political situations.
Excellent evaluation of
different approaches to
and interpretations of
political issues and
events.
Excellent evaluation of
political issues; and
excellent proposals for
viable solutions with
critical analysis.

Very good use of
political concepts,
knowledge, skills in new
situations.
Very good recognition
of different approaches

Very good evaluation of
the complexities of
various political
mechanisms and
political situations.

Assessment Objective
4:
Communication skills
Excellent use of
balanced, coherent,
organised and focused
arguments on a political
topic, either orally or in
written form, using key
words and pertinent
examples.
Excellent, in-depth
production of analytical
and/ or evaluative work
on political topics.
Excellent evidence of
research skills and
referencing.
Excellent informed
interaction in debates
using key words
relevantly.
Very good use of
balanced, coherent,
organised and focused
arguments on a political
topic, either orally or in
written form, using key
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Very good accuracy, relevance
and in-depth understanding of
contemporary political
debates.

C
7.0 – 7.9

Good range of knowledge of
key concepts.
Good understanding of
political processes: origins,
causes, effects and historical
evolution.
Good accuracy, relevance and
in-depth understanding of
contemporary political
debates.

Good

D
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Reasonable knowledge of key
concepts.

to and interpretations of
political sciences issues
and events.
Very good comparison
and contrast of concepts
and situations.
Very good
demonstration of
awareness that events
have multiple
explanations.

Very good evaluation of
different approaches to
and interpretations of
political issues and
events.
Very good evaluation of
political issues; and very
good proposals for
viable solutions with
critical analysis.

words and appropriate
examples.
Very good, in-depth
production of analytical
and/ or evaluative work
on political topics.
Very good evidence of
research skills and
referencing.
Very good, informed
interaction in debates
using key words
relevantly.
Good use of political
Good evaluation of the
Good use of balanced,
concepts, knowledge,
complexities of various
coherent, organised and
skills in new situations. political mechanisms
focused arguments on a
Good recognition of
and political situations.
political topic, either
different approaches to Good evaluation of
orally or in written form,
and interpretations of
different approaches to
using key words and
political sciences issues and interpretations of
examples.
and events.
political issues and
Good production of
Good comparison and
events.
analytical and/ or
contrast of concepts and Good evaluation of
evaluative work on
situations.
political issues; and good political topics.
Good demonstration of
proposals for viable
Good evidence of
awareness that events
solutions with some
research skills and
have multiple
critical analysis.
referencing.
explanations.
Good, informed
interaction in debates
using key words.
Reasonable use of
Satisfactory evaluation
Satisfactory use of
political concepts,
of the complexities of
organised and focused
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6.0 – 6.9
Satisfactory

E
5.0 – 5.9
Sufficient
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Reasonable understanding of
political processes: origins,
causes, effects and historical
evolution.
Reasonable accuracy,
relevance and understanding
of contemporary political
debates.

Some knowledge of key
concepts.
Some understanding of
political processes: origins,
causes, effects and historical
evolution.
Some accuracy, relevance and
understanding of
contemporary political
debates.

knowledge, skills in new
situations.
Reasonable recognition
of different approaches
to and interpretations of
political sciences issues
and events.
Reasonable comparison
and contrast of concepts
and situations.
Reasonable
demonstration of
awareness that events
have multiple
explanations.
Some use of political
concepts, knowledge,
skills in new situations.
Some recognition of
different approaches to
and interpretations of
political sciences issues
and events.
Some comparison and
contrast of concepts and
situations.
Some demonstration of
awareness that events
have multiple
explanations.

various political
mechanisms and
political situations.
Satisfactory evaluation
of different approaches
to and interpretations of
political issues and
events.
Satisfactory evaluation
of political issues; and
reasonable proposals for
viable solutions.

Basic evaluation of the
complexities of various
political mechanisms
and political situations.
Basic evaluation of
different approaches to
and interpretations of
political issues and
events.
Basic evaluation of
political issues; and
basic attempt at making
proposals for political
solutions.

arguments on a political
topic, either orally or in
written form, using some
key words and some
examples.
Satisfactory production
of analytical and/ or
evaluative work on
political topics.
Satisfactory evidence of
research skills and
referencing.
Satisfactory interaction
in debates using some
key words.
Basic use of arguments
on a political topic,
either orally or in
written form, using few
key words and few
examples.
Superficial production of
analytical and/ or
evaluative work on
political topics.
Basic evidence of
research skills and
referencing.
Basic interaction in
debates using few key
words.
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F
3.0 – 4.9
Failed
(Weak)

FX
0 – 2.9
Failed
(Very weak)
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Little knowledge of key
concepts.
Confused understanding of
political processes: origins,
causes, effects and historical
evolution.
Limited accuracy, relevance
and understanding of
contemporary political
debates.

Little use of political
concepts, knowledge,
skills in new situations.
Little recognition of
different approaches to
and interpretations of
political sciences issues
and events.
Little comparison and
contrast of concepts and
situations.
Little demonstration of
awareness that events
have multiple
explanations.

Significant difficulties in
evaluating the
complexities of various
political mechanisms
and political situations.
Significant difficulties in
evaluating different
approaches to
and interpretations of
political issues and
events.
Significant difficulties in
evaluating political
issues; and irrelevant
proposals made.

Significant difficulties in
making arguments on a
political topic, either
orally or in written form,
using key words and
examples.
Inadequate production
of analytical and/ or
evaluative work on
political topics.
Attempted but
inadequate research
skills and referencing.
Inadequate interaction
in debates.

Very poor knowledge of key
concepts.
Very poor understanding of
political processes: origins,
causes, effects and historical
evolution.
Very poor accuracy, relevance
and understanding of
contemporary political
debates.

Very limited use of
political concepts,
knowledge, skills in new
situations.
Very limited recognition
of different approaches
to and interpretations of
political sciences issues
and events.
No comparison and
contrast of concepts and
situations.
No demonstration of
awareness that events
have multiple
explanations.

Unable to evaluate the
complexities of various
political mechanisms
and political situations.
Unable to evaluate the
different approaches to
and interpretations of
political issues and
events.
Unable to evaluate the
political issues; and no
proposals made.

Unable to make
arguments on a political
topic, either orally or in
written form.
Unable to produce
analytical and/ or
evaluative work on
political topics.
Very little or no research
and referencing.
Unable interaction in
debates.
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6. Annex
List of Authors
This list is not definitive, it has been constructed to offer teachers ideas and inspiration on
available thinkers on various aspects of Political Philosophy and Political Science.
Ancient, medieval and early modern
Confucius (551–479 BCE)
Socrates (470–399 BCE)
Plato (427–347 BCE)
Aristotle (384–322 BCE)
Cicero (106–43 BCE)
Saint Augustine (354–430 CE)
Ghazali (1058–1111)
St. Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274)
Niccolò Machiavelli (1469–1527)
Thomas More (1478–1535)
Martin Luther (1483–1546)
Modern (born pre-19th century)
Francis Bacon (1561–1626)
Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679)
John Locke (1632–1704)
Baruch Spinoza (1632–1677)
Montesquieu (1689–1755)
François-Marie Arouet (Voltaire) (1694–1778)
David Hume (1711–1776)
Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712–1788)
Immanuel Kant (1724–1804)
Adam Smith (1723–1790)
Thomas Jefferson (1743–1826)
Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832)
Thomas Robert Malthus (1766–1834)
Georg W. F. Hegel (1770–1831)
Born in 19th century
Alexis de Tocqueville (1805–1859)
John Stuart Mill (1806–1873)
Karl Marx (1818–1883)
Max Weber (1864–1920)
Mohandas Karam Chand Gandhi (1869–1948)
John Maynard Keynes (1883–1946)
Muhammad Iqbal (1877–1938)
Martin Heidegger (1889–1976)
Antonio Gramsci (1891–1937)
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Born in 20th century
Karl Popper (1902–1994)
Jean-Paul Sartre (1905–1980)
Raymond Aron (1905–1983)
Hannah Arendt (1906–1975)
Isaiah Berlin (1909–1997)
Albert Camus (1913–1960)
John Rawls (1921–2002)
Frantz Fanon (1925–1961)
Michel Foucault (1926–1984)
Samuel Huntington (1927–2008)
Noam Chomsky (1928 –)
Jürgen Habermas (1929–)
Ronald Dworkin (1931–2013)
Charles Taylor (1931–)
Judith Butler (1956–)
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